DEAR PARTICIPANTS OF THE 25TH OF OCTOBER PCI/PMI LIST HIGH-LEVEL DECISION-MAKING MEETING,

DEAR ATTACHÉS,

The undersigned organizations and signatories from across Europe are writing you to express our serious concerns in relation to the first Union List of Projects of Common and Mutual Interest (PCI/PMI List) under the revised TEN-E Regulation, which will be discussed in the upcoming High Level Decision-Making Meeting which will take place on 25th of October. We are aware that, on this occasion, decision-makers will discuss the projects to be included in the PCI/PMI list, which is scheduled to be published in November, and we would like to express our concerns about plans to include certain hydrogen-related projects in the list.

In the current context of severe energy and climate crisis, there is a growing trend to consider green hydrogen as one of the most appropriate options to contribute to the decarbonization of the economy and achieve climate neutrality well before 2050. The European Union has incorporated it into its priorities and investment plans, and green hydrogen initiatives have been multiplying. This has led to the beginning of a frantic rush to develop numerous projects, some of which risk not being needed in the future, as they are oversized and do not respond to the needs of the energy transition.

This is the case of the H2Med project, submitted by the gas network operators of Spain (Enagás), Portugal (REN) and France (GRTgaz and Teréga) to the December 2022 call for proposals. According to promoters, this project aims to be the first European green hydrogen corridor and it will enable to transport two million tons of hydrogen from the Iberic peninsula to central Europe, through two transboundary interconnections: a terrestrial interconnection between Portugal and Spain (H2Med-CelZa) and a submarine interconnection between Spain and France (H2Med-BarMar).
Although H2Med is presented as one of the main solutions for the EU to accelerate its progress towards decarbonization, there are severe concerns about its real need and usefulness, which is why the undersigned organizations and signatories strongly reject it.

Firstly, renewables based, so called green hydrogen is still at a very premature stage of development. It is an immature technology in terms of large-scale production as well as transport and storage. For it to make a real and significant contribution to the EU climate targets, major advances in terms of technology and efficiency are needed as well as lower production costs, as we are still far from being able to consider it economically competitive.

It is also important to underline that, in case of blending (i.e. the mixing of hydrogen and fossil gas/methane), green hydrogen could be used as an excuse to lock us into decades of further dependence on fossil gas, which is unacceptable because of its severe impacts on people and the climate.

Also, the environmental, climate, land and social impacts of large-scale green hydrogen production cannot be ignored. The massive unnecessary deployment of renewable energy projects for the exclusive supply of electrolyzers may not only lead to adverse impacts on the environment and biodiversity, but could also face poor social acceptance, mainly due to the lack of prior dialogue with the affected communities. It can also lead to severe effects on the climate due to its high leakage risk.

It is clear that renewable based hydrogen has an important role to play in the process of decarbonization of the economy and in the energy model of the future. However, proper planning is needed to clearly define where to produce it and which uses are viable and should be given priority. Given the difficulties associated with long-distance transport of green hydrogen from a climate, economic, technical and energy efficiency point of view, its production must be carried out close to the places where it is consumed, by means of electrolyzers powered by renewable energy. Therefore, infrastructure projects for long-distance hydrogen transport, such as H2Med, are totally unnecessary.
The use of green hydrogen should be reserved for cases in which it is unfeasible to use other types of renewable energy, and especially to replace the use of hydrogen as a raw material in certain hard-to-abate industrial processes (such as for steel), as well as in sectors that are impossible to electrify such as, shipping or aviation, with the following caveats: 1) that a detailed analysis of the real need of hydrogen in the different sectors and clear evidence of sustainable and efficient uses should be transparently carried out and made publicly available; 2) that it should not be used for processes or sectors that can be electrified. It can also be used to add flexibility to the system i.e. for storage - for some kinds of maritime and air transport - or energy demand response purposes.

Regarding the H2Med project, it is important to underline the following:

- Its application to the PCI list has been submitted without the promoters having previously carried out a detailed study on the prospects for future production and demand of green hydrogen. It is not reasonable to expand the use of green hydrogen with the construction of new infrastructures without having carried out a previous analysis of the energy context in which we find ourselves and on future forecasts.

- Regarding H2Med-BarMar, the promoters did not even have information on its technical and economic feasibility, since the project belongs to a category for which there is not even a guide of technical recommendations for its design to ensure the efficiency and safety of the infrastructure, as indicated by the International Energy Agency.

- H2Med would involve the development of a backbone network with new infrastructure for exclusive hydrogen transport, such as the Spanish hydrogen backbone project. However, to date, the need to develop a network for the exclusive transport of hydrogen over medium and long distances has not been demonstrated.
• According to the industry, European hydrogen transport infrastructure, such as H2Med, will imply retrofitting gas pipelines. The technologies to adapt fossil gas pipelines for hydrogen transport are not currently developed at a large scale, nor are they as easy to implement as the industry suggests. In fact, because of the physicochemical properties of hydrogen, it implies a higher risk of leaks, with the consequent severe impacts on the climate, as hydrogen is an indirect greenhouse gas. In fact, beyond a certain critical threshold, using hydrogen would have little advantage over using fossil fuels.

• If H2Med is finally included in the PCI list, it could benefit from the less stringent environmental controls and be exempted from comprehensive environmental impact assessments. The latter becomes especially relevant if we consider that H2Med-BarMar will cross the Gulf of Lion, one of the ecosystems with the highest biodiversity index in the Mediterranean.

• The public funding it would receive for being declared a PCI would divert important economic resources that would be better spent on more urgent measures that have already been proven to work, such as resource use reduction, electrification, the commitment to renewable projects with citizen participation, self-consumption, energy communities and improvements in household energy efficiency.

You have a chance, at the upcoming meeting, to stop this project from being included in the PCI list. We call on you to stand up against this project due to multiple severe concerns about its real need and usefulness, and against other large scale hydrogen transport projects proposed for the PCI/PMI list which are facing a similar lack of analysis and face similar problems. We call on you to advocate for an energy transition that takes into account the use of green hydrogen within proper planning procedures that clearly take into account the prospects for future production and demand of green hydrogen, define where to produce it and which uses are viable and should be given priority.
SIGNATORIES

Policymakers (in alphabetical order):

Júlia Boada, diputada de En Comú Podem (GP Plurinacional Sumar)
David Cormand, Member of the European Parliament (Greens/EFA).
Rosa D’Amato, Membro del Parlamento Europeo (Greens/EFA).
Francisco Guerreiro, Member of the European Parliament (Portuguese independent - Greens/EFA).
Manu Pineda. Member of the European Parliament (IU/PCE - The LEFT).
Sira Rego. Member of the European Parliament (IU - The LEFT), Federal spokesperson for IU.
Michèile Rivasi, Member of the European Parliament (Greens/EFA).
Caroline Roose, Member of the European Parliament (Greens/EFA)
Marie Toussaint, Member of the European Parliament (Greens/EFA).
Miguel Urbán Crespo. Member of the European Parliament (Anticapitalistas - The LEFT)
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